**Level 1 Training**

Personality Dimensions® is a “B” level assessment which means that you must have specific training in the tool or graduate level training in the use of assessments, typically through a Master’s in Counselling or Psychology degree. This 3-week online training program meets the “specific training” requirements. Participants who successfully complete the training and the qualification exam can become Qualified Facilitators – they can purchase materials and use Personality Dimensions® with groups in basic awareness workshops or specialized workshops on such themes as teambuilding and career planning.

**Fee:** $950.00 (plus tax)
**Next Start Date:** TBA

**Prerequisites**

Adult/group facilitation experience; attendance at a Personality Dimensions®, or other personality temperament/type introductory session.

**Level 1 Training Requirements**

Students will successfully complete the training when they:

- Finish the 3-week online component
- Receive at least 80% on the qualification exam
- Facilitate a Personality Dimensions® workshop to a minimum of 12 participants within 3-weeks of finishing the online component

**Other Important Information:**

Students are to keep in mind the following:

- All training materials will be provided by Life Strategies Ltd.
- Any Personality Dimensions workshop materials (e.g., participant packs, PD posters) must be ordered from the publisher (Career/Life Skills Resources)
- Additional workshop materials (e.g., dots, prop bags) are an added cost of workshops and the facilitator’s responsibility

**Registration**

Please use the online store to register at least two weeks in advance. New students must complete the application form and pay the application fee of $35.00 (plus tax).

---

**Bridging**

A bridging workshop gives existing True Colors® Facilitators and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® Qualified Users an opportunity to gain equivalent qualification for the Personality Dimensions® self-discovery model. Participants in bridging sessions receive a full set of Personality Dimensions® manuals, Dimension cards, Traits and Characteristics checklists, and a PD in Action booklet. Bridging fees include the cost of certification as a PD trainer.

**Fee:** $500.00 (plus tax)
**Next Start Date:** TBA